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The eyeheight BroadcastSafePP  is a set of  plug-ins for Adobe Premiere Pro. BroadcastSafePP  enpowers 
Premiere Pro users to take advantage of eyeheight’s extensive experience of delivering leading hardware based 
broadcast compliance solutions directly within Premiere Pro. BroadcastSafePP  enables true file-based work-flows 
from concept to playout by enabling users to verify and conform their footage prior to submission to any file-based 
QA system, all from within their familiar Premiere Pro environment. BroadcastSafePPis available as a Windows and 
Macintosh Plug-in.
   

Overview

A high precision fully vectorised floating-point video legaliser plugin optimized for use with high end video source 
files used by professionals and able to take full advantage of the floating-point YUV and floating-point RGB render 
formats used by Premiere Pro. BroadcastLegalPP supports any combination of file formats and source colour-
space available in Final Cut. 

Based on over a decade of specialization in broadcast, legalisation BroadcastLegalPP offers composite, 
RGB, RGB +Y and simultaneous composite & RGB legalisation all with user adjustable soft clipping on high and 
low thresholds.

A typical legalised waveform
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Safe Area Generator/Text Height Cursors

BroadcastSafeAreaPP
Provides a reliable database of world standard safe area generators in SD HD and higher formats. The plug-in also 
includes center markers and a text height measurement system.
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By default the built-in presets are available to users make BroadcastLegalPP easy and safe even for users with a 
limited understanding of broadcast compliance.
The custom setting allows access to the full set of parameters to allow total customization. BroadcastLegalPP 
includes soft clipping controls to preserve shadow details as well as highlights.

BroadcastLegalPP is all about control and users can choose from any of the extensive built-in presets or work in 
custom mode allowing full access to the 15 parameters that provide customization.

BroadcastLegalPP
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ComplianceSuiteFC

Markers can be any colour. Included also is a center marker utility and a text height measurement system which is 
required for minimum text height legislation in commercials.

BroadcastSafeAreaPP has over 100 world standard safe area markers. These include SMPTE, EBU, ITU, ARIB 
and DPP (UK) world standards covering SD 525/625, HD 1080/720 and 2K line formats.

BroadcastSafeAreaPP
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BroadcastSafePP  can be licenced in one of two licensing modes...

HL licencing - BroadcastSafePP  is locked to a USB hardware licence key. This mode is ideal for users who use a 
MacBook for field work and a Mac Pro for non-field editing.

NL licencing - multiple instances of BroadcastSafePP  are locked via floating network licences to a USB hardware 
licence key installed on a networked licence server. (Available soon)

Licencing

BroadcastSafePP  requires Mac OS X 10.7 or higher for Macintosh or Windows XP or later for Windows.

BroadcastSafePP  requires Adobe Premiere Pro 6/7 (Ask about earlier versions!).

System requirements

Order code: CS-PP-YY

Replace YY with HL or NL depending on the preferred licencing mode.

Example:-

CS-PP-HL is a  version locked to a USB hardware key.

Ordering information

ComplianceSuiteFC
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